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Abstract
Multi-Chip modules generate and dissipate a considerable amount of heat during
computer processing that require a thermal solution to maintain functionality. The
former flat plate cooling (FPC) method, in which, one hardware design was made to fit
the variance in chip heights on a given MeM, will no longer suffice for providing the
required thermal, mechanical and reliable packaging. Heat flux values for the tested
chips are in the 20 to 53 W/cm2 range and are projected to rise as advancements are made
in the next generation of products. Precision Gap Technology (PGT) was developed as a
cooling solution in which chip heat dissipating components in the hardware are
surrounded by solder, making them adjustable. This provides a custom fit for the chips
on the MCM so that the chip-to-hardware internal gap is held precisely to fit a minimal
layer of an advanced thermal interface (AIl) and conduct heat while maintaining the
least amount of thermal resistance.
The manufacturing processes involved in achieving a PGT module are quite
unique. The MCM is approximately 100mm in size and can contain 8-12 chips (the chip
area encompasses 90cm\ The size and material chosen to cool the MCM will possess a
large thermal mass, which is to be accounted for when choosing the appropriate
processes, material and fix turing for optimized thermal and production performances.
This paper will explain the details involved in fabricating a PGT module, with
focus on the cooling hardware processes. The careful considerations in design and
material decisions for the packaging will be discussed. Finally, thermal and reliability
improvements that are made by implementing this solution were modeled and will be
discussed.
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Section 1. Introduction
1.1. Background
In the age of technology, the computing world is in constant demand for faster
computing performance. This demand has forced the semiconductor industry to
develop smaller devices in order to provide denser circuitry patterns capabilities..
Figure 1.1 displays device sizes as a function of time [4]. More than a decade ago,
1.5 11m appeared to be the limit on feature sizes, but today feature sizes are produced
as small as O.181lm and continue to decrease.
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Complementary to the increase in chip pattern density is the increase in the
number of gates. or transistors. that accommodate the circuits. The founder of Intel.
.,
Dr. Gordon Moore predicts this growth in transistor density in the 1970's. Moore's
Law, illustrated in Figure 1.2 [10], projects an exponential increase in the number of
transistors integrated into processors.
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Figure 1.2: Moore's Law [101
The movement involved in gate switching produces heat. To no surprise, an
increase in transistor count consequently, but inevitably causes a rise in processing
power dissipation, or better tem1ed for this study, processing heat dissipation. Figure
1.3 [5] shows a Timcline of Power Dissipation. by directly correlating device feature
sizes with power dissipation.
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Figure 1.3: Timeline of Power Dissipation [51
1.2 Overview of Multi-chip Modules
A multi-chip module (MCM) is an integrated circuit package that contains
two or more interconnected chips. At the MCM level the heat dissipation previously
discussed is multiplied considering that the multiple chips are computing
simultaneously on one package. This study is based on IBM developed MCMs with
intricate scheme types that have the ability to function as central processing for
servers requiring massive amounts of computing power.
The maximum power output of a chip is reliant on operating temperatures
which arc a function of the efficiency of the total module cooling solution: this
includes intcmal cooling (inside the module) and extemal cooling (how the heat is
remand from the back of the module). Although liquid cooling is more efficient
than air cooling. air cooling is less expensiw. requires less infrastructure within the
frame, and does not require the customer to supply chilled water. The hardware
solution of this study will be air cooled with focus on the internal thermal solution.
Aside from the key requirement of cooling the chip side ofthe MCM, the
hardware must function to satisfy several other key requirements:
1. Encapsulate the carrier and protect it from the ambient environment.
2. Provide adequate cooling to meet chip temperature limits.
3. Be reworkable
4. Withstand the thermally induced stresses driven by the temperature
gradients and expansion mismatch between the carrier and the copper
cap.
5. Securely position and retain the carrier relative to the next level of
packaging interconnect.
6. Accommodate the actuation loading needed to pressurize the LGA
interconnect.
7. Support the weight of the MCM as well as that of the attached
heatsink (implemented in downstream assemblies).
1.3. Research Goals and Approach
TIlis thesis presents an internal cooling solution for high power MCMs using an
innovative precision gap technology (PGT) concept. The following section. Section 2
5
gives background on past cooling solutions and explains events leading to a need for
a solution like PGT. A description of the design details of each PGT component are
also discussed in this section. Section 3 explains the process development details. It
also describes the tooling and materials necessary for a successful process. Section 4
discusses the thermal modeling and reliability assessment outcome as a result of
implementing the PGT cooling hardware.
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Section 2. PGT Module Assembly Overview and Component Description
2.1. Concept of Precision Gap Internal Cooling Hardware
The MCM internal cooling hardware, or cap is designed to reduce the thennal
path between MCM and the cap. This system has evolved from a spring-loaded metal
contact technology to a thermal compound based design. In theory, the best
conductive, least resistive heat transfer path would be for the cap surface to be in
direct contact with the chips, but the surface of a chip or heatsink is never entirely
flat. If the metal cap is placed directly on the chip, there will be tiny (invisible) gaps
between the two. Since air conducts heat poorly, these gaps have a very negative
effect on the heat transfer. Therefore, an interface material with a high thermal
conductivity is needed to fill these gaps, and thus improve the chip-to-cap
conductivity.
The original thermal compound cooling hardware was flat plate cooling
(FPC) method. FPC is basically a copper plate that is machined pedestals and other
features to fonn a cap. The pedestals is designed in attempts to reduce the chip-to-
cap internal thennal resistance however. chip height variation across the MCM
widens gap tolerances. The cap is mounted to the chip surface of the MCM such that
controlled gaps are created between the chips and the cap surface. This gap is then
fillcd with a thcnnal compound upon final module asscmbly.
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Precision Gap (PGT) is an advanced version of the FPC approach. The cap of
the PGT hardware contains separate pistons that are soldered into it in locations
corresponding to the MCM chip sites. The pistons are adjusted to the needed height
for a particular chip site. This is accomplished by setting the MCM and cap assembly
in a fixture and running it through a reflow process. Once the solder melts, the
pistons are allowed to move vertically and tilt within the tightly controlled dimension
of the chips Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of the entire assembly setup.
Solder Annulus
CP chip Cache chip
Figure 2.1: Cross Section of the PGT Assembly
2.2. :\ICM Description
The MCM system begins with an lB~1 based complimentary metal oxide
semiconductor (C~10S) low dialectric chip that is mounted on a glass ceramic chip
carrier. or substrate. using nip chip solder bump technology (controlled collapsed
Precision Gap (PGT) is an advanced version of the FPC approach. The cap of
the PGT hardware contains separate pistons that are soldered into it in locations
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corresponding to the MCM chip sites. The pistons are adjusted to the needed height
for a particular chip site. This is accomplished by setting the MCM and cap assembly
in a fixture and running it through a reflow process. Once the solder melts, the
pistons are allowed to move vertically and tilt within the tightly controlled dimension
of the chips Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of the entire assembly setup.
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Figure 2.1: Cross Section of the PGT Assembly
2.2. MCM Description
The MCM system begins with an IBM based complimentary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) low dialectric chip that is mounted on a glass ceramic chip
carrier, or substrate, using flip chip solder bump technology (controlled collapsed
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chip connection-C4). The substrate is embedded with deep stacked via structures that
accomplish all of the chip-to-chip interconnections in the glass-ceramic with the use
of a unique 4-mil pad size on 8-mil pitch (200/1m pad-to-pad pitch), area array C4
footprint [11]. At approximately 20mm on a side, each dense interconnection chip
array is home to over 7000 solder bumps. It is this intricate scheme that gives MCMs
of this type the ability to function as central processing for servers requiring massive
amounts of computing power.
The necessary chips needed to fabricate a MCM, come from various wafer
sources, which have different thicknesses due to integration scheme (number of chip
level, thickness of levels) and because of variations in chip fabrication processes
(back side grinding process). Chips are attached to the top side metallurgy (TSM) of
the glass ceramic carrier or substrate with a high temperature solder, using a C4
connection technology. TSM flatness specifications are met not by using a
planarization process but by sintering [11]. The surface flatness of the chip joining
surface of the ceramic is within tolerance, but chip area array will experience a
variation within this tolerance. PGT works to remove the chip thickness variations,
chip tilt post chip join. and the surface tolerance of the substrate to create the thinnest
possible gap.
The ~ICM contains a collection of chips that are arranged in close proximity
to minimize real estate. An array of high power. dual core processor (CP) chips arc
surrounded by an arrangement of memory chips (Cache chips). Each CP chip
q
dissipates approximately 200 W of power while the cache chips dissipate an
additional 80W a piece. As the primary source of power, the CP chips are the only
ones that will require the efforts of PGT cooling methods; FPC cooling methods will
suffice for the remaining chips, hence of hybrid of the two methods are incorporated
in to the design. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a Hybrid piston setup.
FPC site PGT site
Figure 2.2: FPC/PGT (Hybrid) Cap Scheme
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Opposing the chip side of the substrate is the land grid array (LGA) that is
used for interconnection later in the server assembly process. The integrity of the
LGA must be carefully maintained throughout the entire assembly process.
2.3. PGT Cap Assembly
::.3.1. Cap Components
~tatcrial considerations for thc cooling hardware. referred to as the cap. are
chosen from mctals that ha\"e high thcnllal conducti\"ity. good soldcrability. and are
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2.3. PGT Cap Assembly
In
easily machined. Copper, which is used in the FPC thermal design, remains the metal
of choice as it fits the criteria best from a specification and economical standpoint.
As shown in Figure 2.3, the cap is broken up into 2 basic components, the
base and the pistons. A flange is designed into the cap which is used to nest the
MeM. The pistons are positioned such that the piston center is aligned with the
center of the corresponding chip location. Between the base of the cap and the
pistons lies a layer of solder called the solder annulus.
Piston
Cap
Base
Figure 2.3: Schematic of Cap Components
The piston layout and shape require some attention. The piston height is flush
the with bottom surface of the cap base and docs not appear to be a separate entity.
TIle top surface of the piston contains a small pedestal that extrudes from the surface.
This pedestal must be sized and shaped to CO\'er the surface of the chip but must
further be designed to slightly o\'erhang the surface of the chip so that the ATe is
co\-cred after being spread by compression during post-PGT assembly. When
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deciding on piston shape, the tightness of the chip configuration is key; the piston
itself can take on a square or circular shape. To implement a circular piston, valuable
real estate is consumed to encompass the square shape of the pedestal within the
circle, but allows for better flow of the surrounding solder and piston movement than
would be available on a square piston. In using a square piston, the piston layout is
completely optimized and would allow for more control of the annulus spacing
however, with the tight tolerances involved in the annulus, the corners are a risk to
freedom of vertical movement of the pistons
The annulus unifonnity must be carefully controlled. If the piston is not
centered in the cap base and the solder thickness is closer to one side of the base. The
heat dissipation is then bias toward spreading to the side of the piston that has the
annulus with the smallest width. In addition, the piston is liable to experience an
extreme tilt during reflow which can hinder or even prohibit piston movement. By
not achieving the ATe gap height, the purpose of employing PGT is defeated since
the high power chips would not be able to make use of the surrounding lower
temperature areas of the cap that provide the gradient needed for heat spreading.
2.3.2. Solder A. 111 lUIus
Another key factor in the success of the cap design is the solder annulus
qualities and composition. As is the case if the annulus is not uniforn1. if the solder
has a low bulk thcn11al propcrty. it will prc\'cnt thc chip hcat from sprcading laterally
into thc base of thc cap: the hcat will then bc forccd to conduct in a prcdominantly
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vertical direction through the piston component only. Solder composition must be a
low temperature solder to prevent any reactions with the chip join C4 solder
interconnects. The most favorable solder would be eutectic with specifications as
follows:
• Melting point 183 C
• Peak Temperature: 21 0-230
• DwelU183C: 4 - 12 minutes.
The solder specifications are basically that of an off the shelflow temperature solder
with the exception of the extended dwell tolerance requirement, which makes this
solder a custom made vendor request. This dwell time is necessary to accommodate
the heating and cooling dynamics of the cap which will be discussed in Section 3.3.
There are high temperature solder solutions, which could also be considered
for annulus material, however high temperature solder has a peak range of 345°C to
375 °C with a 2 to 4 minute dwell above 320°C. In order to reach this peak solder
temperature, the furnace would have to supply heat above the 600°C. High
temperature solder is the solder used for chip attach. If the piston reflow process
were to undergo a high temperature reflow, the required temperatures would expose
the ~tCM chip attach C4s to temperatures that exceed the solder's peak threshold.
TIle entire C4 structure would collapse and the MCM would loose its functionality.
Further, readily a\'ailable reflow furnaces cannot accommodate temperatures of this
range and a complementary cooling zone that will allow the module to maintain the
dwell specifications.
Though any solder alloy can be customized to work, given available
resources, PGT was economically achieved with the specifications of a low
temperature solder. Fortunately, the solder that is to be developed for the cap is
purely for the function of piston movement; it will not serve for interconnection and
hence the reflow profile will not have to focus on preventing interconnect voiding.
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Section 3. Piston Reflow and Post Processing Details
3.1 PGT Module Assembly Process Flow
The tenn module assembly refers to the MCM encapsulation system complete
with cap and thennal compound. The module assembly process is broken down into
pre-reflow setup, reflow, post reflow, and final assembly processes. Figure 3.1
displays a flow chart of the PGT process and Appendix A: PGT Process Procedure,
gives a detailed step-by-step breakdown of the PGT process steps up, to but not
including, the final assembly process.
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of PGT Process
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including, the final assembly process.
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A precision shim is placed in between the cap and MCM during reflow. The
shim is designed to have the same thickness as the thermal compound and is used to
set the thermal compound gap thickness during piston reflow. (see Figure 3.2 for an
exploded view of the reflow set up). The shim basically acts as a place holder for the
thermal compound which is not inserted until the final assembly step.
Figure 3.2: Exploded View of Rellow Setup
The component layers of the assembly have some amount of moving space to
accommodate the maximum material conditions of the substrate. For precision, it is
important to designate an orientation corner for all of the assembly layers to default
to. Each component is biased towards this default location when layered for
assembly. This way when the components are delayered and the relayered as require
during processing. there is no uncertainty as to where the parts were in relation to
cach othcr despite thc tolcrance allowancc.
If the module asscmbly fails the themlal compound gap \"Crification there is
an opportunity for the cap to be rcworkcd. Thc number of rework cyclcs is dependent
on thc rcwork threshold of the chosen piston soldcr.
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3.2. Issue of Cap Reflow Orientation
The cap orientation is an issue because it greatly affects the fixture design
involved in the piston retlow process. The component is assembled prior to
undergoing piston retlow. Detennining the cap orientation during retlow depends on
whether the MCM is made to be re-workable. The characteristic of a non-reworkable
MCM is one in which the C4 array under the chips (C4 cage) is protected with a
polymer underfill. The underfill is inserted into the C4 cage and surrounds each
solder bumpby capillary action. After which the underfill is cured and binds the chip
to substrate connection rendering the module non-reworkable. If this is the case, the
assembly can be arranged so that MCM is below the cap with the shim in between
them. Once the solder melting point is reached, the piston will naturally fall
downward using its own weight. The downward movement also forces the solder to
drip downward onto the substrate. With underfilled chips, the solder is free to drip
onto the substrate without threatening the chip's C4 cage. The only minor fixturing
needed is to hold the assembly in place as it conveys through the furnace.
On the contrary. for arc-workable MCM. care must be taken to protect the C4
cage and involvcs fabricating a fixture with dynamic componcnts to force the pistons
upward towards thc chip.
~tC~t rc-workability is a bargain betwccn the cost and timc involvc
rebuilding a discarded module with a possiblc 11 working chips and a working
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substrate for I bad chip, versus the cost, time, effort, and materials involved in
fabricating and processing a fixture that provides the flexibility to rework the module.
This study is based on the latter choice, hence a fixture is required for the piston
reflow process.
3.3. Reflow Fixture Details
The fixture will be composed of a top and bottom spring component that
functions to hold the entire module while forcing movement on the pistons only. The
assembled module is aligned in the fixture and then compressed in between the top
and bottom fixture components. When engaged, the top component will press the
module assembly so that the bottom springs remain compressed until the piston solder
reaches the melting temperature, at which point the bottom springs will release,
forcing the piston upward. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a fixture design with the
assembly compressed
18
Figure 3.3: Example of Module Assembly Compressed Setup in a PGT Reflow Fixture
The cap will present its own heating challenges during processing. The idea
is to design the fixture with thermal properties that are made to be as negligible as
possible in relation to the cap properties. The fixture components must be conductive
and have a coefficient of thermal expansion (eTE) that is comparable to the cap
material. To prevent the fixture from taking away from heating and cooling the cap
timely, the components are designed to take as little mass and material as is necessary
to support the assembly.
The bottom component is designed as a thin plate that supports the assembly
while incorporating the springs and peripherals needed for alignment and to engage
the top and bottom fixture plates. The springs are configured such that a separate
spring load site is centered beneath each piston. The springs are only required to push
the piston a maximum of 8 mils. To determine spring height, Hooke's Law is
applied:
F =kx (1)
Where F = weight of the piston and
k = spring constant
x = is the spring height
Suitable spring types include leaf or coil springs. The spring material must take into
account that the fixture will be exposed to high temperature cycles as it is processed
through the reflow furnace so the springs should be made of high temperature
materials. A discrete feature such as dowel pins protrude from the fixture base to
provide guidance for the cap so that it is tightly held in place in the base with the
pistons centered on the springs. The CTE of the fixture material is especially
pertinent to the base because if the CTE of the fixture material is excessively
mismatched from that of the cap, the spring location will shift laterally. An off center
spring load causes the piston to move at an angle, which results in a tilted piston
(chip-to-cap spacing only meets ATC gap specifications on one side) or jams the
piston hindering movement.
The top component of the fixture serves to hold the assembly in place by
applying a load that overpowers the sum of the forces of the springs on the base
component. Figure 3.4 shows the fixture force loading for ATC gap adjustment.
TIlese components will be in direct contact with the LGA surface of the substrate.
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The metal to ceramic contact can cause the substrate to crack and the metal can also
damage the LGA pads making them unusable. Because of these factors, a thin heat
safe standoff layer should be implemented into the portions of the top component that
are designed to come in contact with the substrate.
Figure 3.4: Fixture Force Loading for Thermal Compound Gap Adjustment
3.4 Cap Furnace Profiling
To setup for the piston retlow process, the MeM, cap, and retlow fixture are
assembled to run through the furnace (impact of the shim is negligible for profile
establishment). Retlow processes are perfonned on a typical convection-dominant.
belt furnace containing 6-12 temperature zones. Piston movement occurs when the
solder surrounding the pistons reaches a liquidus phase (solder melting point). This
proccss undergoes an extcnsivc routc to achieving the peak tcmpcraturc in that thc
furnacc temperature settings must first focus on penetrating through the retlow fixture
and the entire cap to effect the soldcr annulus. which is located in the centennost
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portion ofthe cap. Further, cap cool down after reflow is also arduous for these same
reasons. The fixture behavior is overpowered by characteristics of the copper cap so,
for the purposes of PGT reflow profiling, the fixture and is deemed an entity of the
cap for simplicity. The profile shape requirements are based on that of a typical
solder reflow profile, but present obstacles when the thick copper plate properties are
factored in.
The key to establishing a suitable temperature profile of this unique form
begins with appropriate placement of the thermocouples. Profiles are taken using a
typical k-wire thermocouple. To ensure that the solder is seeing the correct
temperature, a thermocouple is set to take temperature readouts from the solder
annulus at the innermost possible location where the heat is last to migrate. This
involves inserting the thermocouple half way through the thickness of the cap. Care
must be taken to ensure that the MCM chip join specifications are not violated, hence
a thermocouple is also attached to one of the outermost chip locations where the
temperature exposure is the greatest.
In general, targeting zone temperatures and belt speed settings for reflow
profile are known to be a trial and error process. This is especially relcvant to the
unique goals ofthc PGT process. Figure 3.5 shows a gencric. (solder) manufacturer's
recommended rcflow profile [14]
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Figure 3.5: Manufacturer's Recommended Generic Solder Reflow Profile ( I
Prasad, provides insightful guidelines for achieving the desired shape in each
of the four zones of a solder profile [12]:
1. Preheat zone
In the preheat phase, the maximum heating rate should be controlled to avoid
thermal shock and solder paste explosions associated with steep ramp-up
times. These limitations are applicable to sensitive components such as
ceramic chip resistors.
') Soak Zone
The soak zone consumes the majority of the panel temperatures zones and
seryes to bring the temperature of the entire cap to uni fonn tcmpcrature. TIle
ramp rate, or slope value for this zone should be a close to zero as possible.
In these zones, the temperature is raised to the melting point of the solder
(183 0q and piston movement will commence. Temperatures that are too
high can cause solder balls and solder splatter due to excessive oxidation of
paste. The soak zone also acts as the flux activation zone for solder paste.
3. Reflow Zone
After the preheat and soak zones, the cap enters the reflow zone where the
specified peak temperature is reached (210-230). At this point, temperatures
should be high enough for adequate flux action and to obtain good wetting. If
peak temperatures are exceeded in his zone, the temperature peak can cause
excessive intermetallic growth, which makes the solder joint brittle and
reduces solder joint fatigue resistance. If the temperature fails to reach peak,
grainy solder joints will result.
4. Cooling Zone
The cooling rate of the solder joint after reflow is important to the dwell and
the solder joint integrity. The cooling rate should be as fast as possible to
promote smaller grain sizes of the solder, and hence increase the fatigue
resistance of the solder joint. However. from a practical standpoint, there is no
control on thc cooling rate bcyond making sure that the cooling fans at thc
cnd ofthc m'cn arc opcrational.
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The guidelines were useful in initializing temperature and belt speed setting,
but the actual profile diverges from the expected typical profile shape because of the
need to to penetrate the thick copper cap. Numerous trials resulted in the profile
shown in Figure 3.6, which displays a simultaneous profile of the cap and the MCM.
This profile shape is repeatable and is the closest possible fit while maintaining the
reflow guidelines and limitations presented by the solder material and furnace
environment. The following results and conclusions were drawn upon achieving the
appropriate tempcrature and dwell settings:
1. Preheat Zone
The preheat zone has proven that it solely serves to heat the cap. It is
necessary that this zone be set at one of the highest temperatures in oruer to
promote the initial heat of the copper plate. The heating ramp rate is constant
at a value no greater than approximately O.16°C/scc. The composition thick
solid composition of the cap eliminates any thennal shock concerns during
ramp-up. In this zone, the tempcrature of the MCM begins to split and take a
steepcr ramping path with valucs no greater than O.2SoCisec.
2. Soak Zone
In these zones the cap is well underway to being fully heated. The
temperatures are lowered in attempts to stabilize and maintain unifonllity.
however. a plateau does not occur. instead the ramp continues to increase at a
rate no greater than O.25(\Csec for both the cap and the ~1C~1. The inability
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to achieve a plateau is the effects of thermal conductance, which is the ability
of the cap to store heat. The thennal capacitance equation:
Cth =Cp X V P (2)
Where Cp == specific heat
V == volume, and
p == density
shows that the thickness (by way of volume) coupled with the specific heat
gives the cap a high heat storage value. Any temperatures the cap is exposed
to add to the existing heat that the cap is storing, hence the constant rise in
temperature. This Cth is not only a significant factor in this zone but in the
proceeding reflow and cooling zones, and consequently the dwell length.
As the cap temperature rises the piston solder does reach the liquidous
phase in this zone and piston movement does commence. The said solder
splatter can occur and is promoted by the movement of the pistons. The
upward motion of the pistons forces the splattering reaction toward the MCM
where the solder beads are drawn to and can mix with the (4 cage of the
chips. This will inevitably cause shorting in the chip connection. The
occurrence of splatter is shielded by ensuring that the solder is not exposed to
any temperature spikes in the soak phase.
3. Retlow Zone
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Upon entering the retlow zone, the cap solder has accomplished the melting
point. The temperature in this zone is spiked to a high temperature similar to
the preheat zone to achieve the peak. The cap and MCM temperatures
continue to advance at a rate no larger than O.25°C/min, but the peak
temperature difference between the two, remains below 50°C. With the peak
cap maximum of 230°C, the substrate never sees temperatures that exceed
280°C, which is well below temperature levels that can threaten the C4
integrity. The of effects of the Cth are oflittle concern to exceeding the peak
in comparison to the threat it has on exceeding the dwell.
4. Cooling Zone
Once the peak is accomplished, it is the responsibility of the cooling zone to
bring the temperature down within the dwell limits. Again because of the Cth
characteristic, the cap retains heat beyond the capabilities of the cooling zone,
hindering a timely cool down.
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Figure 3.6: PGT Reno\\' Profile (Cap and MCM)
The most feasible and convenient solution to the challenge presented by the Cth of
the cap is to design the PGT cap with a solder that can withstand an extended dwell.
A slow conveyor speed (in inches/minute), though unfavorable for process
time, gives the component a longer exposure to the zone temperatures as is required
for the cap to absorb the heat and is also favorable for lengthening the amount of time
in the cooling lone. The heat capacitance of the thick cap plays a great role in
hindering the cap cool down.
The results of this profile are further confinned as acceptable by AIi\1 Inc ..
who explains this profile shape as a ramp-to spike profile (RTS) [1]. RTS is for
profiles that attain ramp rates in the 0.7- 1.80"( /second range are less concemed
with defects related to thennal shock to the board. The RTS profile is \"cry similar to
the PGT profile that was produced. There is a gradual linear ramp from ambient to
peak temperature. A ramp rate value of 01-.4 °C /second makes the rate for the PGT
profile somewhat slower than that of the typical RTS profile, but this is substantiated
by the slow belt speed requirements.
3.5. Thermal Compound Gap Height Measurement
3.5.1. Measurement Equipment
The height measurements are taken using -a surface focusing optical tool. The
tool uses depth of focus measurements to determine z-axis, or height, measurements
at a given x,y coordinate A high resolution profilometer can provide more accuracy
but is a timely, less efficient process.
The tooling is basically made of a stationary stage, upon which the specimen
is mounted, and a movable head that perfomls the measurements and relays readings
to a PC for calculations. The PC is programmed to intake all data and translate all
calculations into pass/fail results. The following perfonnance specifications show the
tool's ability to function accurately in manufacturing environment:
•
•
•
Vertical measurement accuracy: (3+4L!1000) mm
Lateral (X and Y) a.xes speed: 400 m/s
z- axis ~tcasurement Repeatability: (J = OAmm
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• Accuracy maintained while operating at full speed
Refer to Appendix B for complete tool brochure [3]
3.5.2. Measurement Taking Technique
The measurement process confirms chip-to-cap gap height by determining the
height of each chip and its corresponding piston and calculating the difference
between the two heights. The measurement tool determines height by comparing the
depth of focus on the top surface of the desired obj ect to that of an established zero-
plane surface.
The surface that mates the MCM and the cap is the zero-plane. For the MCM,
the ceramic area surrounding the chips that lies on the cap flange is the zero-plane;
for the cap the flange itself is the zero-plane. Recall the Cp chips are the object to be
measured for the MCM and the piston pedestal surface, post reflow is the
measurement surface for the cap. All designated x and y measuring points are the
same coordinates for both the cap and the MCM and are programmed as such. For
each part, the program collects all of the zero-plane points and establishes an average
as the plane value. For the zero planes. it is important to capture a large quantity of
points along each edge to account for camber in the surfaces: the more points that are
used to establish the plane. the more accurate the gap reading will be. For the chip
and piston height data points. one point in each comer per chip is used. The gap
calculation is a simple operation of subtracting the chip point from the matching
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piston point, but there is a complexity involved in arranging the formula. For
consistency both parts are mounted onto the tool stage so that a the orientation corner,
called 00 (see Figure 3.7), is always in the top left corner. During piston reflow, the
parts are mated such that the 00 corners are facing each other. The cap-to-chip point
calculation must be representative of the points as they relate to each other during
reflow in order to get the correct gap height calculation.
Zero-plane
Figure 3.7: Diagram of Piston to Cap I\leasurement Setup
Table 3.1 clarifies the cap-to-chip calculation relation using the comer labels
shown in Figure 3.7. Measuremcnts are taken from Icft to right then top to bottom
respcctivcly.
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piston point, but there is a complexity involved in arranging the formula. For
consistency both parts are mounted onto the tool stage so that a the orientation comer,
called 00 (see Figure 3.7), is always in the top left comer. During piston reflow, the
parts are mated such that the 00 comers are facing each other. The cap-to-chip point
calculation must be representative of the points as they relate to each other during
reflow in order to get the COlTect gap height calculation.
I
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of Piston to Cap Measurement Setup
Table 3.1 clarifies the cap-to-chip calculation relation using the comer labels
shown in Figure 3.7. Measurements are taken from left to right then top to bottom
respectively.
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Table 3.1: Clarification of Piston-to-Chip Gap Calculation Sequence
Corner TL Chip TR Chip BL Chip BR Chip
Top Left (TL) 1,1 - 1, 1 2,1 - 3,1 3,1 - 2,1 4,1 - 4,1
Top Right (TR) 1,2 - 1,3 2,2 - 3,3 3,2 - 2,3 4,2 - 4,3
Bottom Left (BL) 1, 3 - 1,4 2,3 - 3,2 3,3 - 2,2 4,3 - 4,2
Bottom Right (BR) 1,4 - 1,4 2,4 - 3,4 3,4 - 2,4 4,4 - 4,4
The gap pass/fail value limits are the sum of the shim thickness (or ATC gap
requirement) along with the tolerances that must be accounted for due to MCM
camber, cap flange machining, and the tool accuracy limitations. If anyone of the
gap height measurements exceeds or misses the limits, the machine will report a fail.
3.6. Brief Overview of Post-Measurment Assembly Processes
3.6.1. Cap Planari::ation Process
After a successful reflow which is verified by the gap height measurement, the
pistons are depressed downward relative to the bottom surface of the cap as shown in
Fig 3.8 The cap must undergo a planarization process to prepare module for hcatsink
mating surface which is attached proceeding.. Ultimately it is required that this
surface be re-planarized to regain the flat surface, just as it was prior to piston reflow.
for downstream heats ink attachments. A basic fly-cut machine process A resurfacing
mechanism must be established to complete this step. Perhaps a fly-cutting tool.
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Figure 3.8: View of Cap Bottom Side Post PGT Refiow
3. 6.2. Module Component Clean
It is important that all assembly components be rid of any residues that incur
during the hands-on PGT processing before they undergo final assembly. The cap
should be freed of machining residues and both the cap and MCM should be cleaned
of any solder flux residues from the piston reflow. Each piece is separated and
exposed to separate cleaning solutions as is appropriate. Cleaning formulations and
procedures are beyond the scope of this study.
3.6.3. Final Assemblr
The module is now prepared to proceed to final assembly. The process steps
that apply the thcrmal compound and siliconc scalant are pcrfonncd. Thc cap is then
placcd on thc MC~f in a fixture that aligns thc componcnts for thc compression
process steps. After compression, of the thermal compound and sealant, the assembly
is plugged and tested for air leakage.
Section 4: Thermal Modeling Setup and Results
4.1 Thermal Modeling Setup
One of the key packaging goals of the MCM assembly it 0 provide sufficient,
reliable cooling of the processor chips when running at full power. Target CP chip
temperature is 80°C, but all efforts were made to reduce temperature or inversely increase
power dissipation to optimize the speed and perfonnance of the central processor.
The internal thennal path of the MCM is shown in Fig. 4.1. The primary heat
sources are the four processor chips located in close proximity to each other. Each of
these chips has been verified to dissipate approximately 200W. An additional heat load
of approximately 80W cumulative is also dissipated by the four cached chips for a total
module heat load of 880W. The processor heat is dissipated through the silicon, through
the preset ATI material, and into the PGT piston. The high thennal conductivity of the
piston, PGT solder, and cap rapidly spreads the heat before it conducts into an external
heatsink and cold plate.
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Figure 4.1: Internal Thermal Path
Tl\t
Thennal design and optimization was perfonned utilizing ANSYS Finite Element
code. The model mesh geometry is depicted in Figure 4.2 [6]. Quarter-symmetry of the
product allowed significant detail to be accurately modeled and solved in a reasonable
time period. Key design questions, such as the materials to be used for the PGT piston,
PGT solder, and ATI material were rapidly assessed. The high local detail of this
modeling approach allowed for the assessment of anomalous situations such as a single
mis-aligned piston, an incomplete PGT solder interface, or ATI material voiding.
Additionally, the thennal model was utilized as the basis for the mechanical model where
mechanical deflections, stresses, and strains were assessed during the build, card
assembly process. simulated packing and shipping. field operation. and field replacement.
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Figure 4.2: ANSYS Model Mesh Elements (6)
The resulting temperature contours for one set of conditions evaluated are shown in
Fig. 4.3 [6], with a portion of the PGT piston removed to show temperature detail.
Figure 4.3: A:"SYS Temperature :\lap (6)
Verification testing with several fonn-factor equivalent Thennal Test Vehicles (TTV)
was used to verify the thennal models and the resultant perfonnance of all design
changes. Of key concem was thennal stability of the highly-thinned ATI material \\'here
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Figure 4.2: ANSYS Model Mesh Elements [61
The resulting temperature contours for one set of conditions evaluated are shown in
Fig. 4.3 [6J. \\ith a p0l1ion of the PGT piston removed to show temperature detail.
Figure 4.3: ANSYS Temperature Map [61
Verification testing with several fonn-factor equivalent Thennal Test Vehicles (TTV)
was used to verify the thennal models and the resultant perfonnance of all design
changes. Of key concern was thennal stability of the highly-thinned ATI material where
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thermally-induced mechanical deflections would multiply both shear and axial strain of
the interface material and possibly cause premature thermal failure. Stability of the thin,
post-reflow PGT layer during field operation also needed confirmation.
Early during PGT development, single-chip test vehicles were used to verify the PGT
concept and prove that individual piston performance would reach targets. Upon success,
the verification testing was expanded to a 4-chip MCM TTY to optimize the piston-
setting process and prove viability of the PGT-created thermal interface in a MCM
environment where mechanical deflections are significant. ATI material selection was
made from a wide variety of industry-supplied oils, greases, gels and phase change
materials as well as IBM-manufactured thermal compounds using this 4-chip MCM TTY.
Final verification was completed using a TTY that was form-factor identical to the
product processor module. Accurate power dissipation and thermal sensor measurements
allowed small changes in the MCM thermal path to be detected through all reliability
stress tests and confirm stable field operation. Accuracy of the thermal model-predicted
perfonnance was confinned and a change in processor chip temperature of less than 2"C
at the product end-of-life was verified.
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4.2 Thermal Reliability Assessment
The battery of tests that an MCM and its components must be subjected to in order to
evaluate field performance and reliability can be divided into several categories:
1. Chipset related tests.
2. Substrate tests.
3. MCM assembly tests.
4. Assembled Module tests.
5. Plugged module (in system) tests.
The thermal performance ofthe assembled module will be discussed.
Thermal reliability testing is performed on an 8-chip TTY with properly designed
thermal chips attached. The TTY is the same form factor and material as the product
. .
ceramIc carner.
The thermal chips are sized to closely resemble product chips. They contain metal
heaters to simulate the power dissipation of product chips. In addition, sensors are
designed into the circuitry on the thennal chip to sense the temperature distribution over
the chip surface. The sensed temperatures were used to evaluate the behavior of the
thermal reliability.
The test modules were placed in one. or a combination of. the following stress cells:
1. Themlal Age
2. TemperatureiHumidity
3. Power Cycle
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4. Power Cycle + Power Age
The purpose of thermal aging test is to simulate the field chip power at dwell
conditions. In this test, the module is brought up to an accelerated high temperature of
125°C for 1000 hours. Thermal measurements are performed at stressing intervals to
check the thermal performance of the module design. Figure 4.4 shows that the chip
temperature is quite stable during aging test [6].
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Figure 4.4: Thermal Humidit)· and Thermal Age Results (61
The purpose of temperature/humidity test is to check the thermal perfom1ance in the
field with appropriate ambient conditions applied. The stressing is perfonned at
85Ci85%RH for 1000 hours. although the field specification is usually <60~oRH. Thc
rcsults in Fig. 4.4 showed stable thennal behavior through stressing.
Powcr cycling and Powcr Cycling ..... Powcr Aging tcsts are used to simulate thc
cycling bchavior of the module during chip powcr on and off conditions. Traditionally. it
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has been found that the thennal compound interface is most sensitive to the power
cycling condition. During power cycling, the thermal chip is powered up to 190W, with
the chip temperature reaching accelerated condition of 105°C. The chip power is then
brought down to complete one power cycle. Power Cycling + Power Aging adds a power
dwell at 190W of 30 minutes in addition to power cycling. The results are shown in Fig.
4.5 [6]. Some level ofthennal degradations is seen on both tests with more present on
Power Cycling + Power Aging. With an appropriate thennal acceleration factor model
applied, the thennal compound is still able to meet the thennal objective at the end of
product life.
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4.3. Future Reccomendations
The following is a discussion future work for an optimal progression of PGT
technology. Ideas are based on production material, equipment, and logistic challenges.
• Solder Annulus Coverage
Good solder annulus coverage is important to lateral chip heat dissipation across
the cap. It was found that bad solder coverage is introduced during cap production.
Improvements are still needed to optimize cap production to ensure each piston is
centered in the cap base hole during production and to ensure that capillary action is
induced around the entire piston wall to achieve full solder coverage.
• Furnace Customizations
The current furnace setup provides adequate results, but can provide more
positive results if the furnace were equipped with an exit cooling system. The post
cooling zone can be made shorter after which the fixtured module assembly can progress
immediately into an actual cooling system while still on the fumace conveyor. A built in.
custom designed cooling fixture will be beneficial and. most likely. a requirement for
future PGT generations.
A high fumace baffle provides more PGT fixture design options especially for the
top fixture component. A taller top spring component will allow for a higher spring force
ensuring that it does. indeed. exceed the sum of the bottom forces. If the bottom springs
exceed the forccs of the top spring. the pistons will ha\'c the freedom to push the ~lC~t
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up above the surface ofthe cap during reflow. This will create a situation during
measurement in which a negative gap calculation results.
• Fixture Springs
As the fixture is processed through the reflow cycles, the springs of the fixture will lose
force over time, which can hinder their function. A cycles-to-failure should be run on the
springs using the PGT furnace temperature settings in a PGT fixture setup.
• More Accurate Measuring Tool
A production-paced surface scanning measurement tool will reduce the gap
measurement margin of error. Further inquiries should be made to find a tool that can
scan a surface as opposed to point-by-point height measurements. This way the high and
low points are definitively located and factored into the gap height measurement.
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4.5 Conclusions
The PGT technology has successfully completed thennal reliability assessment
and is currently being utilized in high power server computer systems. By reducing the
internal thennal resistance, this hardware has provided a cooling solution that allow for
maximum power dissipation of each chip. This, in turn, increases individual chip and
MCM package processing speed and perfonnance to the end of life of the product. This
innovative hardware and process sets a robust foundation for more refined processes that
will evolve with further predicted advancements in chip technology.
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Appendix A:
PGT Process Procedure
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PGT Process Procedure
REFLOW SETUP
1. Inspect all module reflow components including the MCM, cap, and shim to
ensure no visible particles are present. If so, clear the particles using a high-
pressure air gun.
2. Prepare the reflow fixture by ensuring that all springs are resilient and in working
condition. The rest of the module will be setup while the cap is positioned in the
base of the fixture.
3. Align the cap in the base of the fixture in accordance with the guidance pins. 00
designated on the cap should match the 00 corner located on the fixture base.
4. Place the shim on top of the piston pedestals aligning 00 corner of the shim with
the 00 corner of the cap. The shim is nested in the cap below the flange area.
5. Nest the substrate in the cap; rest the outer ceramic area of the substrate on the
flange area of the cap, chip side down, on top of the shim. The 00 corner on the
substrate should match the 00 corner of the cap. Slide the MCM towards the 00
corner so that the edges along that corner are touching the OOedges of the cap.
6. Clamp and engage the top component of the reflow fixture; this will cause the
bottom springs to compress. The surface bottom of the cap surface should be flat
against the fixture base.
PISTO~ REFLOW
7. Ensure that the reflow furnace is set to run PGT reflow. Once the furnace is set
and confirn1ed ready, place the entire assembly and fixture in the furnace.
8. Upon exiting the furnace, allow auto handlers to set the assembly aside to cool to
a safe temperature as determined by OSHA standards.
POSTREFLOW
9. Once cooled. setup the assembly for measurement to determine whether the piston
reflow has passed or failed to meet the gap height specifications. If the module
fails measurement. it can be sent back through the procedure from step 1 for a
maximum of 2 more times.
10. The ~lC~l and cap are now separated to prepare the cap for the planarization
process. ~lake sure all parts are accounted within the manufacturing system so
the assembly can be accurately rejoined..
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11. Load the process program and setup the cap to run through the resurfacing tool.
12. While separated, process the MCM through the same cleaning process that is
applied after the chip join process. Send the cap through a hardware clean tool to
remove all of the machining particles that may have accumulated during the
planarization process.
13. The module is now rejoined and is ready to undergo the build process in which it
is assembled into a module and prepared for follow-on processes including
module level electrical test.
Appendix B:
Measurement Tool Brochure
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Dual Area Contrast Tool
Circle toolLine tool
Brightness Tool
Two types of AJ-alded illumination tools are available. (patent
pending. filed in Japan and the U.S.)
• The Brightness Tool automatically corrects the light volume
(brlghtnessl set dUring teaching.
• The Dual Ivea Contrast Tool automatically adJust5 light volume
to maXimize the contrast between the two edge-detectlon
areas
aVPAK@
Provides Multiple Functions
An Important aspect of any software used In an Image-measuring
machine IS prOVISion of reliable Image-detectlon capability.
OVPAKi'J Incorporates various innovations to ensure that the
detection of Images IS conSIStently stable POSition detection can
be performed With any of 13 types of measuring tools such as a
pOint. line and CIrcle. selected to fit the shape of the measuring
pOint The 'All Tools' function allows you to perform edge
detection With Just a Single click of the mouse near the edge.
• Pd:en( pCflC:ng (Jcpan/
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Reliably Captured Edges via
Programmable Ring Light*
BeSides vertical renected Illumination and contour IlluminatiOn.
you can also use programmable ring light (PRL IlluminatiOn) Since
the illumination angles can be Independently controlled In four
directions between 30 and 80 degrees. the edge section-the most
Important element In Image measurement--can be clearly
captured. This function makes It pOSSible to measure a Wide range
of workpleces
• Only for me PRl and PRO mQd('l~
OUildrilnt
Guaranteed Repeatability
for Long and Short Dimensions
The machine guarantees an on-screen repeatability (shon
dimensiOn) of 30= 0.2Ilm. and a repeatability InvolVing stage
movement (long dimenSion) of 30= 021lm' This facilitates highly
stable and reliable measurement
Measurement examples of the printed circuit boarcfs
lead bottom width
ItnCIge viewed under Image viewed uncler PRL
vertiCal reflected iIIumi- illumination
nation
High-Speed Dimensional
Measurement
Designed with primary focus on measurement effiCiency. the
machine adopts a more rigid construction and drives the X and Y
axes at 400 mm/s (standard mOdel). which IS approximately twice
the speed of a conventional machines. In addition. accuracy of
U'XY = (2.2 + 3UI OOOlllm is guaranteed even during fUll-speed
measurement. which means the efficiency of measurement
increases significantly without sacrifiCing accuracy
Moving-bridge
type structure
Specifications
Simple Workpiece Fixture
The mOVing-bridge type structure eliminates the need for a
moving stage. This facilitates a simpler design of the workpiece
fixture. resulting in a significant reduction In time required for
fixture fabrication and inspection.
404 size model:
606 size model:
808 size model:
·Needs PC system
Measurement range
(X x Y x Z)
404 size mOdel:
400x400x 150mm(16"x 16"x6"!
606 size model:
600 x 650 x 150mm (24" x 26" x 6")
808 size model:
800 x 800 x 150mm (32" x 32" x 6")
Resolution
O.lllm
Length standard
Reflective linear encoder
Measuring accuracy (at 20°CJ
Qulc~ Vis,on Nee!
U"" =11.5+3VlO00lllml
U",,= 12.5+4VIOOOlllm
U,Z = (3+4Vl000lllm'
•~ usng the CCD c"."....
Repeatability
Quick Vision keel:
30 = 0.2Ilm+10.7Ilm" (XIY-ax:sl
0= 0.4~(Z-axjW·+
• O"'KC"t"e"'~~-~iS~d.:s:.:rt(t'\
•• ~~l'~r'VC)'v..~ ).-y :-'\..'~E-'1:
r<ng~EI -
...~ l.2ser MJ ~.:\.U
Maximum drive speed
Quick Vision Accel:
400mm/s (XIY-axisj
150mm/s (Z-axis)
Tube lens
1x/2x/6x (programmable power turretj
Objectives (optional)
1x. 2.5x and 5x are available.
Magnification on 17" monitor
Using 1x objective: 32x (32x/64x/192x)
Using 2.5x objective: 80x (80x/160x/480xl
Using 5x objective: 160x 1160x/320x960xj
Sensor unit
PRO: High-resolutiOn black & wh:te
CCO camera
PRO III: High-resolution color CCO camera
Illumination system
Surface Illumination
Coaxial and 4-<{uac:rant PRL system
PRO: RGB LED
PRO iii: Ha!oeen
Contour I::um'nation -
Stege light
PRO: Wh:e LED
PRO 1:1 Ha'agen
Maximum workpiece load
Height: 150rnm (5.90"1
We,g ht: I O,g 122 IDS J
Power supply
(depending on type of model)
100-120/200-240V AC± I OfO
808: 200-240VAC±10fO
50/60 Hz
Power consumption *
(depending on type of model)
PRO PRO III
600VA 1700VA
600VA 1700VA
800VA 1900VA
Mass (machine proper)
404 size model: 665kg (1466 Ibsl
606 size model: 958kg (2112 Ibs.)
808 size model: 2570kg (5666 IDs.)
Laser Auto-Focus * for High-Speed
Height Measurement
• Patent pendmg lJapan)
The machine can be equipped with a laser auto-focus that enables
the stable. quick measurement of height during high-speed
movement. The laser auto-focus uses the objective-lens coaxial
reflected illumination method. therefore. even a small area of the
workpiece can be brought into focus. Additionally. a visible-light
laser beam allows you to check the measuring point with ease.
• Faetory<rntailed op~on (Inducllng a 25x obJectIVe) for the PIT and PRO models
Pattern focusEdge focus
Calibration glass chart
~~- :.sI... , "-Coating process ..:.:. _.' '
in hi-house lens ~~,t '-' •••.: ttt~.E
_"",octlon
..-. --~_ .. _, .,------ ..
!
~ 'lsi~'~ ,._.-
Technical Data
• On-monitor magnification and ¥ievv field
f"'·...·~;"""~:i·c;"'·tu_iji""i,:r l2!iiiiii~",~.·,..ltl!M!lt_:c . .'; ·1
'x ob'('(t:"(' 32x6 27x4 7nom 64x3 13x235mm 19,,1 04xO 78no'T1
2 5x 0"'('([1"(' 80x2 5x 1 8emm 160x 1 25xO 94mm 480x041 xO 31 nom
5x ob,('(t,\'(' 1160x 1 25'094mm 1320<0 6,,047no'T1 1960,0 2xO 15'lO'T1
• Focal depth and working distance
Ix objective: 91 ~m/34mm (SL type 91~m152.5mm)
2x objective: 14~m/34mm (SLtype+: 14~mf /6.0.. mm1 ,.....• _5 j ti : 35 35mm
·Su•.··'e"~ WO'1.:ny a,.~.l4"Xe t)"j:)e
Order No.
OZALA400: 1x objective
02ALA150: 1x obJecti',:e (SLtypel
02ALA41 0: 2.5x Objective
02ALA170: 2.5x Objective (SLtypel
02ALA420: 5x objective
OZAKN020: U1:br"tion glass chart
• Patented (Japan and U.SAI
• Surface focus utilizes contrast on the surface.
• Edge focus utilizes contrast at the edge.
• Pattern focus accentuates the naturally weak contrast of certain
workpieces such as glass surfaces. by projecting a chart on the
measuring surface.
Objective & Calibration Glass Chart
Three Focusing Methods Accomodate
Even the Toughest Imaging Situations
PH6 Set
TP20 Set
Masterball with Attachment
calibration Ring
Stylus-Module Changer Rack MCR20: 2 port
StyluS~-IDdule Changer Rack MCR20: 3 port
MCR Attachment
Accessories
02ANT840:
54SAA338:
02ANT720:
OZANL920:
02ANT73OA
02ANT730B:
02ANT770:
Retrofit Touch-Probe System
A retrofit touch-probe system alloM you to integrate the touch-
probe measurement function into Quick Vision Nee'·. The
measurement can be continued by automatically switching the
detecting sensor from video camera to touch probe and vice versa
in CNC mode. The stylus-module changeover system is also
available to further expand the range of measurement application.
Mitutoyo offers a special master ball unit and offset ring to
produce a seamless measurement between the video camera and
touch probe in one coordinate system.
'OJct ViSIon keel PIT and Pro 4()4/60618OB
~
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Born to Rebecca and A. Kelly in Camden New Jersey, Adreanne Kelly was born and
raised in the suburbs of southern New Jersey. Adreanne Kelly graduated from Pope Paul
VI high school with honors in 1993.
Adreanne studied Mechanical Engineering at Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania on a university scholarship, from where she graduated with a Bachelors of
Science in Mechanical Engineering in 1997. Adreanne was an active member of the
National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE) and acted as the chapter president during
the 1994-1995 school year. In the spring of 1996, while pursuing her degree, Adreanne
studied a semester abroad at Monash University in Clayton, Victoria, Australia.
Upon graduation in 1997, Adreanne rejoined the Lehigh Mechanical Engineering
department under a full scholarship from the Semiconductor Research Corporation. In
the summer of 1998, she worked an internship with the design team of FMC Corporation,
Airport Products Division in Orlando, Florida. She remained active with NSBE serving
as the Chapter secretary in 1998.
After completing the Mechanical Engineering graduate curriculum, in December 1999,
Adreanne accepted a position with IBM Microelectronics Division in East Fishkill, New
York. As an advance copper logic back end of line development engineer, she was
afforded the opportunity to introduce new semiconductor technologies to far east vendors
and filed three patents. Some of Adreanne's work with IBM has provided the
background and data for this thesis.
Adreanne currently attends Polytechnic University in Brooklyn, New York where she
will be pursuing her PhD in Biomedical Engineering.
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